
What is Smart Updates?

Smart Updates on top of Plesk WordPress 
Toolkit is your power-tool combo that 
automatically updates WordPress and its 
plugins and themes using AI.

Why should you offer Smart Updates to 
the WordPress community?

Smart Updates creates a full clone of the 
website, runs several preliminary checks, 
updates the cloned website, and reruns 
the checks to see if the update has 
broken anything. 

The resulting data is made available to 
the website owner in the WordPress 
Toolkit UI, along with some before-and-
after screenshots for additional visual 
comparison. 

The user can then make an educated 
decision about whether the update 
should be performed or not, and tell the 
system to either perform the update on 
the production website or discard the 
update.

Smart Updates addresses one of the 
top pain points of the WordPress 
community. 

34% of websites run on WordPress, and 
the number is growing. Moreover, there 
are over 55,000 WordPress plugins and 
themes available. 

That means countless possible 
combinations - therefore, conflicts are 
inevitable. This is how simple plugin 
updates can sometimes cause new 
glitches and bugs.

Smart Updates prevents such situations 
from affecting your business. The risks 
are averted, while the overall costs for 
support and maintenance are reduced. 

No need to worry about updates anymore!
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Benefits for the Hosting / IaaS Provider

Key features

Benefits for Hosting Resellers / Web 
Agencies

Tune infrastructure into a premium
WordPress offering that is addressing
the real WordPress community pains.

Generate extra revenue through
value-added services and features
the WordPress community wants and
needs.

Stop losing customers to NextGen
specialized hosting companies and 
differentiate yourself from cheap mass 
markets.

Save money and crucial time by lowering 
administration, security, and overall 
WordPress overhead by default.

Mitigate the risk of unplanned
downtimes or hacked sites by
running WordPress updates in a
secure staging environment.

Reduce support calls from
customers blaming you that the
website got hacked.

By reselling Smart Updates, you will 
not only grow in revenue, but will also 
convince your customers to stay beyond 
the first year of their service renewal.

Available per-instance with affordable packages too

Clones the site and tests updates there – not affecting production

Manual Update: Get notified of update tests, cancel if site breaks

Auto-update: On live site if it fits change threshold, defined by user

Smart Updates is available for WordPress core, plugins and themes

Activate Smart Updates in Plesk WordPress Toolkit with a switch

Automatic Smart Updates send update analysis notifications
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